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Abstract
We compare two types of sampled motion stimuli: ordinary periodic displays with modulation amplitude mo=e that translate
90° between successive frames and amplifier sandwich displays. In sandwich displays, even-numbered frames are of one type,
odd-numbered frames are of the same or different type, and (1) both types have the same period, (2) translate in a consistent
direction 90° between frames, and (3) even frames have modulation amplitude me, odd frames have modulation amplitude mo. In
both first-order motion (van Santen, J.P.H. & Sperling, G. (1984). Temporal covariance model of human motion perception.
Journal of the Optical Society of America A, 1, 451–73) and second-order motion (Werkhoven, P., Sperling, G., & Chubb, C.
(1993). Motion perception between dissimilar gratings: a single channel theory. Vision Research, 33, 463–85) the motion strength
of amplifier sandwich displays is proportional to the product mome for a wide range of me. By setting me to a large value, an
amplifier sandwich stimulus with a very small value of mo can still produce visible motion. The amplification factor is the ratio
of two threshold modulation amplitudes: ordinary mˆo=e over amplified mˆo, mˆo=e/mˆo. We find amplification factors of up to about
8× . Light adaptation and contrast gain control in early visual processing distort the representations of visual stimuli so that
inputs to subsequent perceptual processes contain undesired distortion products or ‘impurities’. Motion amplification is used to
measure and thence to reduce these unwanted components in a stimulus to a small fraction of their threshold. Such stimuli are
certifiably pure in the sense that the residual impurity is less than a specified value. Six applications are considered: (1) removing
(first-order) luminance contamination from moving (second-order) texture gratings; (2) removing luminance contamination from
moving chromatic gratings to produce pure isoluminant gratings; (3) removing distortion products in luminance-modulated
(first-order) gratings — by iterative application, all significant distortion products can be removed; (4) removing second-order
texture contamination from third-order motion displays; (5) removing feature bias from third-order motion displays; (6) and the
same general principles are applied to texture-slant discrimination in which x, y spatial coordinates replace the x, t motion
coordinates. In all applicable domains, the amplification principle provides a powerful assay method for the precise measurement
of very weak stimuli, and thereby a means of producing visual displays of certifiable purity. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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ment
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1. Introduction
We analyze here a method for measuring weak stim-
uli or, more precisely, weak stimulus components.
When stimuli are processed by early stages of the visual
system, they undergo light adaptation, contrast gain
control, and other nonlinear processes. These early
transformations distort even low-contrast stimuli, so
that subsequent visual processes receive an input that
can be regarded as having acquired undesired distortion
products or ‘impurities’. Even when there is no distor-
tion, a stimulus may unintentionally stimulate more
than one system. For example, a nominally isoluminant
red–green grating may stimulate a luminance system.
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Our aim is to describe a paradigm for reducing such
undesired impurities to far below their threshold of
visibility. Mainly, motion stimuli are considered, al-
though the method is quite general. It is illustrated in
the context of developing motion displays that stimu-
late only one particular motion system or only one
motion computation (within a motion system). We
begin with a definition of what is meant here by a
‘motion system’.
1.1. Background: motion systems
Recent psychophysical experiments have led us to
propose a three-systems functional architecture for hu-
man visual motion perception (Lu & Sperling, 1995a;
Sperling & Lu, 1998a). A motion system is a computa-
tion, presumably carried out in a brain nucleus, that
takes an input which is a function of space x, y and
time t, and computes as its output a motion flowfield
f(x, y, t). f(x, y, t) is a vector that represents the magni-
tude and direction of motion at the point x, y at time t.
The first-order motion system computes flowfields
from moving luminance modulations by means of a
primitive motion-energy (or equivalently, Reichardt de-
tector) algorithm (Reichardt, 1957; Watson & Ahu-
mada, 1983; van Santen & Sperling, 1984, 1985;
Adelson & Bergen, 1985).
The second-order system (originally called ‘non-
Fourier motion’ by Chubb & Sperling, 1989a,b) ex-
tracts motion from stimuli with moving feature
modulations in which the expected luminance is the
same everywhere but in which some features (e.g. tex-
ture contrast) move systematically in space and time.
The second-order system employs a texture-grabber
(spatiotemporal linear filtering plus fullwave rectifica-
tion, see Chubb & Sperling, 1989a,b) to compute the
amount of features, and then applies the same motion
energy algorithm to features as the first-order system
does to photons (Lu & Sperling, 1995a; Sperling & Lu,
1998a).
The third-order system detects movement of
‘salience’. It is useful to regard salience as recorded in a
salience map s(x, y, t) in which the x, y, t locations of
areas indicated as ‘figure’ (vs. ‘ground’) are marked
with positive values (e.g. s(x, y, t)=1) whereas loca-
tions indicated as ground or as unimportant are as-
signed zero (Lu & Sperling, 1995b; Blaser, Sperling, &
Lu, 1999). Figure–ground is a binary concept. Not all
areas can be unambiguously classified, and even among
similarly classified areas, there may be differences in
importance. Salience is a continuous variable that in-
corporates both ‘figureness’ and ‘importance’. The
third-order motion system is assumed to compute mo-
tion from the dynamic salience map, i.e. the motion of
important locations as a function of time.
Whereas these three motion systems carry out paral-
lel and independent computations, a particular motion
display typically stimulates more than one of the three
systems (Lu & Sperling, 1995a, 1996a; Sperling & Lu,
1998a; Lu & Sperling, 2001). For example, a drifting
sinusoidal luminance grating stimulates all three sys-
tems. To better reveal the properties of individual mo-
tion systems, it is desirable to produce motion displays
that stimulate only one motion system. Here we address
the question of how to generate certifiably ‘pure’ mo-
tion displays. Recent reports (Smith & Ledgeway, 1997;
Sperling & Lu, 1998b; Lu & Sperling, 2001; Scott-Sa-
muel & Georgeson, 1999) of luminance (first-order)
contamination in second-order motion stimuli make
this a critical research issue.
1.2. Sandwich displays and multiplicatie amplification
To guide the discussion, we consider a specific exam-
ple in which the aim is to eliminate a possible first-order
(luminance motion) component from a second-order
(contrast-modulated texture) motion display. The con-
trast-modulated texture display consists of a sequence
of texture gratings with a squarewave contrast modula-
tion (Fig. 1a and b). In such a random texture grating,
the expected luminance is the same everywhere, and
indeed, average luminance over even small areas is
nearly the same and contains no systematic luminance
variation. Successive frames are identical to the first
except that the contrast modulation is translated by 90°
from frame to frame. Typically, such a display pro-
duces vivid apparent motion. To determine whether
this motion might be caused by unintentional stimula-
tion of a first-order (luminance) motion system (pre-
sumably caused by early perceptual distortion of the
intensities in the display), there are two useful methods:
a sandwich paradigm1 that utilizes the motion-amplifi-
cation principle, and a minimum motion method.2 The
ultimate aim of both methods is to add to the stimulus
frames a corrective modulation that cancels the pre-
sumed perceptual distortion products and thereby pro-
duces a pure (in this case, pure second-order) stimulus.
We consider motion-amplification first.
1 Early uses of sandwich displays were reducing luminance contam-
ination in red–green chromatic motion (Anstis & Cavanagh, 1983),
and demonstrating the multiplicative property of motion perception
predicted by the elaborated Reichardt detector (van Santen & Sper-
ling, 1984). Sandwich displays to estimate perceptually produced
luminance contamination in contrast-modulated texture motion were
used by Scott-Samuel and Georgeson (1999) and by Sperling and Lu
(1998b).
2 An early use of the minimum motion method (to reduce lumi-
nance contamination in red–green chromatic motion) is Moreland
(1980).
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Fig. 1. Displays for measuring first-order (luminance) components in second-order (texture-contrast) motion. The panels show five frames of a
moving sinewave grating. The upper row illustrates the luminance in one horizontal slice of each successive frame; the lower row illustrates the
appearance of the frames themselves. The phase shift between successive frames is 90° in all instances. (a, b) Five frames of a contrast-modulated
texture grating in which the modulation translates 90° between successive frames. The carrier (the texture pattern) is ‘static’ — it does not change
between frames. In (a), the abscissa represents space, x ; the ordinate represents intensity of one row of the frame. Expected luminance is constant
throughout the entire stimulus. (c–n) Composition of an amplification sandwich display (c). The odd frames (1, 3, 5) of (c) are similar to the odd
frames of (a). They are composed of a carrier which is multiplied by a modulator (g). A small luminance component (f) is added to (e) to cancel
distortion components produced in early vision. In even frames (2, 4), a large luminance modulation (h) is added to the texture carrier (g) to
produce luminance amplification. (i, j, k, n) represent image slices corresponding to (e, f, g, h). (p, q) A sandwich display for measuring
amplification of luminance motion in the presence of a random texture carrier. Each frame is composed of a uniform texture (g, k) to which is
added a luminance modulation (h, n). The carrier is ‘dynamic’ — each frame is different. The modulation depth in even frames me is set to a fixed
value; the modulation depth in the odd frames mo is varied to determine the motion-direction threshold mˆo.
1.2.1. The amplifier sandwich display
In an amplifier sandwich (motion) display, two types
of frames, test frames and amplifier frames alternate.3
In the texture-motion example, the test frames are
contrast-modulated texture gratings. For reasons that
will be considered below, usually the odd frames con-
tain the test gratings. Frame 1 of the sandwich display
consists of any frame selected from the contrast-modu-
lated texture motion sequence (Fig. 1a). Frame 3 is
identical to frame 1 except that the contrast modulation
is shifted by 180°, i.e. the high-contrast strips fall where
the low-contrast strips occurred previously. Frame 5 is
again identical to the first frame, and so on. Because
successive odd frames translate by 180°, the odd frames
are merely a counterphase modulation of the original
frame and, by themselves, are completely ambiguous
with respect to motion direction (Fig. 1c and d).
In an amplifier sandwich display, even frames con-
tain precisely the same carrier texture as the odd
frames, but there is zero contrast modulation. However,
a luminance modulation (Fig. 1g,h,k,n) that has the
same spatial frequency as the contrast modulation in
the odd frames is added to the even frames. Successive
even frames also differ by 180° in phase. Therefore,
there is neither a motion stimulus within the even
frames nor within the odd frames. Only a common
feature in both, e.g. the possible perceptually-generated
luminance contamination in the texture frames and the
real luminance contamination can produce apparent
motion. The even frames will function as amplifier
frames to sensitively reveal perceptually produced lumi-
nance modulation, if any, in the odd frames.
Suppose sufficient luminance modulation were to be
physically added to the odd frames of the sandwich
display (Fig. 1e,f,i,j). Of course, luminance motion
would then be perceived in the sandwich display. The
sandwich display would then be equivalent to a lumi-
nance motion display, with two unequal amplitudes of
luminance motion, superimposed on a texture pattern,
which functions as a masking pattern. The perceived
motion direction (left or right) would depend on the
phase (+ or − ) of the added luminance modulation.
When the phase and amplitude of a luminance modula-
3 ‘Sandwich system’ is sometimes used to refer to a system in which
a nonlinear stage is sandwiched between two linear stages. Here the
use refers strictly to motion displays in which test frames (bread) and
amplifier frames (meat) alternate.
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tion added to the test (odd) frames is such that the
luminance contamination is precisely cancelled, a point
of minimum motion (or maximum motion-direction
ambiguity) is reached. It is assumed that, at this point,
the residual contamination is at a minimum (Fig. 2b).
1.2.2. Minimum motion method
In the minimum motion method, the modulation is
translated by a constant amount in a consistent direc-
tion from frame to frame (e.g. Fig. 1a–b and p–q). In
chromatic motion, e.g. of a red–green grating, this
means translating the image itself. In second-order mo-
tion, for example, in contrast-modulated texture mo-
tion, the contrast modulator is translated (Fig. 1a)
while the carrier texture remains stationary. A particu-
lar amplitude m of luminance modulation is added in a
particular phase  to the translating modulation (e.g.
Fig. 1e,f,i,j). A search is then made for the m, 
combination that produces minimum motion. Usually,
only one phase is tested, so the search is for the value
of m that produces minimum motion (Fig. 2b). This
added m,  combination is assumed to cancel the
contamination component.
In the minimum motion method it is absolutely
critical that the two motions, the possible contamina-
tion and the added cancelling modulation, both move
in the same direction. The ability to cancel a motion
component by another motion component moving in
the same direction is a critical test of both motion
components activating the same motion detector(s) (see
Lu & Sperling, 1995a). When motion in one direction is
cancelled by a motion component in the opposite direc-
tion, the cancellation may occur at a higher level,
after two independent motion computations (e.g.
Chichilnisky, Heeger, & Wandell, 1993).
1.2.3. Multiplicatie amplification, mo me
Reichardt (1961), in exploring the motion perception
of beetles, observed that when adjacent facets of their
compound eye were stimulated successively with two
positive flashes of light, +1, +1, or two dark flashes,
−1, −1, motion was perceived in one direction, but
the sequences +1, −1, or −1, +1, produced motion
in the reverse direction (a phenomenon rediscovered
and named ‘reverse phi’ by Anstis, 1970). On this basis,
Reichardt proposed his correlation model (actually a
covariance model, van Santen & Sperling, 1984) for
beetle motion-direction perception. van Santen and
Sperling (1984) elaborated the Reichardt model for
human vision (the elaborated Reichardt detector,
ERD). They derived and tested the multiplicative prop-
erty of the ERD. Obviously, the multiplicative property
also holds for the motion energy model (Adelson &
Bergen, 1985) and other models that have been shown
to be equivalent or nearly equivalent to the ERD
(Watson & Ahumada, 1983; Adelson & Bergen, 1986).
When successive frames are identical in waveform
except for amplitude, and when the frame-to-frame
translation is 90°, the strength of motion is propor-
tional to mome, the modulation amplitude of the odd
frames times the modulation amplitude of the even
frames (van Santen & Sperling, 1984, Eq. (19), p. 456).
A sinewave amplifier sandwich display that was used to
test the multiplicative property is illustrated in Fig. 3,
but the multiplicative property of Reichardt/motion-en-
ergy models holds for any waveform. Indeed, the multi-
plicative property holds for any ERD, no matter what
its parameters may be, no matter where it may be
placed relative to the stimulus, and no matter how
many frames there may be in the stimulus. The multi-
plication principle can be used to arrive at a measure-
ment scale for amplifier sandwich displays, and it
suggests how to make the most sensitive scale; i.e. to
gain maximum amplification from the sandwich
method.
The multiplication property was empirically tested by
van Santen and Sperling (1984) for 16 pairs of lumi-
nance-modulated (first-order) sinewave gratings (Fig.
3). Odd-frame modulations mo were 2.3, 4.2, 6.4, 8.5%;
Fig. 2. Motion-direction judgments as a function of the magnitude of
an added ‘correction’ component in (a) amplification sandwich and
(b) minimum motion displays. (a) Psychometric function, Pc(mo). The
abscissa is the modulation amplitude mo of a ‘correction’ component.
For example, it is the modulation amplitude mo of a luminance
(first-order) grating added to the odd frames of a sandwich display,
which contain a contrast-modulated texture grating (e.g. Fig. 1c,d),
while the even (amplifier) frames have a luminance modulation me.
The ordinate is the estimated probability that the judged motion
direction is consistent with the nominal stimulus motion direction.
The point of minimum motion (maximum motion ambiguity) is
Pc(mc)=50%; at this point the first-order component in the odd
frames is cancelled exactly. (b) Idealized data from a minimum
motion procedure. The motion direction varies randomly from trial
to trial. The correction component is added identically to every
frame. The ordinate is probability of correctly perceiving the direc-
tion of motion; the abscissa is as in (a). In the hypothetical data of
(b), the added correction (e.g. a luminance grating in the case of a
moving contrast modulation) cancels the luminance contamination
but some residual ability to discriminate motion survives.
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Fig. 3. A sandwich display for testing the amplification principle in
first-order motion. Each panel shows five frames of a rightward
moving sinewave grating. The upper row illustrates the luminance in
one horizontal slice of each successive frame; the lower row illustrates
the appearance of the frames themselves. The phase shift between
successive frames is 90°. Odd frames have amplitude mo; even frames,
me.
true for temporal frequencies of 1.8 Hz (quite slow) and
12.5 Hz (fast). Results for another observer are similar
except that accuracy with displays containing the
largest modulation mo=22.9% is somewhat smaller
than would be expected from the product relation.
In Fig. 4, the product relation holds for the entire
range tested, from Pc=50% (chance accuracy) to near
perfect performance Pc100%, approximately an 8:1
range of products. Consider two examples: (1) memo=
4.2×4.2%=17.6 and memo=2.3×8.5%=8.5×
2.3%=19.6. At both temporal frequencies, all three
stimuli produce the same response accuracy within
measurement error: Pc=80% (1.8 Hz), Pc=65% (12.5
Hz). (2) memo=2.3×22.9%=52.7 and memo=6.4×
8.5=54.4 both produce the same response accuracy
within measurement error 92% (1.8 Hz), 89% (12.5 Hz).
The one reported counter example to the product
rule for small- and moderate-amplitude (nonsaturating)
first-order motion stimuli known to us (Nakayama &
Silverman, 1985), was subsequently shown to fit the
product relation perfectly when contrast gain control
was considered. The product relation accounted for
98% of the variance of the N–S data and offered an
easy generalization to other stimuli, which the original
N–S theory did not (Lu & Sperling, 1996b).
1.2.4. The amplification factor
To illustrate the amplification factor, consider the
stimuli of example 2. For the odd-frame stimulus,
mo=2.3%. A stimulus with both me=mo=2.3% pro-
duces only chance performance (Pc=50%) at either
frequency. But by increasing me by a factor of 10 (to
22.9%) in combination with mo=2.3%, response accu-
racy is increased to Pc=90%. Because the multiplica-
tive property holds, to produce the same response
accuracy in a simple sampled-motion stimulus in which
all frames have the same modulation amplitude would
require the same product of memo: me=mo=
2.3107.27%. Because substituting mo=10×2.3 for
2.3 in the even frames of an amplifier sandwich pro-
duces the same motion strength as a sampled-motion
stimulus with a modulation of about 7%, one might
regard the sandwich as amplifying the odd frames by
3× .
The multiplication property fails for large amplifier
modulations me. Because the multiplication property
may fail, it is better to define an amplification factor
that is independent of any theory, simply the ratio of
two measured thresholds: the ordinary threshold di-
vided by the sensitized threshold. Ordinary threshold,
mˆo=e, is a threshold determined when mo=me. Sensi-
tized threshold mˆo, is a threshold for mo determined
when me=kmˆo=e, k1. When the multiplicative prop-
erty holds, and when me=kmo=e, then mˆo= (1/k)mˆo=
e. Motion amplification is simply k.
Fig. 4. Data from a sandwich experiment to test the multiplicative
property for first-order sinewave motion. Data are from one observer,
two temporal frequencies (1.8, 12.5 Hz), and 16 different mome
combinations (Fig. 3). The ordinate is the accuracy of motion-direc-
tion judgments, the abscissa is motion power mome (van Santen &
Sperling, 1984).
even-frame modulations me were 2.3, 4.2, 8.5, 22.9%.
The probability Pc of a correct motion-direction re-
sponse was a monotonic function simply of the product
memo (Fig. 4).
Different combinations of memo that have similar
products produce similar response accuracies Pc. This is
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Fig. 5. Procedures for removing second-order fullwave contamination from presumptive third-order halfwave displays. Halfwave displays are
composed of ‘Mexican hats’ — a micro-pattern consisting of 3×3 pixels in which the middle pixel has a high contrast c and the other eight pixels
have a contrast −c/8 so that the mean luminance of the whole micro-pattern is 0. c is positive for white hats and negative for black hats. Initially,
luminance (first-order) contamination is removed. Then, when fullwave (second-order) contamination is removed from the hat frames, the
difference between black and white hats with the same amplitude can only be detected by a halfwave (third-order) system (Solomon & Sperling,
1994). (a, b) Odd frames: halfwave gratings made of alternating patches of black and white hats with 180° phase shift between successive odd
frames. Even frames: High amplitude (=10× threshold) fullwave (second-order) texture gratings, with 180° phase shift between successive even
frames. When there is fullwave contamination in the halfwave gratings, it, together with the fullwave gratings in the even frames produces
consistent apparent motion. With the white hat contrast fixed, black hat contrast is varied until no consistent motion is perceived. (c, d) The
minimum motion procedure as used by Solomon and Sperling (1994). Five frames of halfwave gratings are presented with 90° phase shift between
successive frames. To keep the experiment in a measurable range, relatively low contrasts were used so that observers’ performances in judging
motion direction went from just above 50% (chance) at the curve minimum to almost 100% correct. Keeping the white contrast constant, contrast
of the black hats was varied to minimize the accuracy of motion direction judgments. At the minimum performance level, the display was
considered as clean (no fullwave contamination).
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1.2.5. Multiplicatie property of second-order motion
The multiplicative property was observed in second-
order motion perception by Werkhoven, Sperling, and
Chubb (1993). They used a motion path-competition
paradigm. The motion strength of a path was deter-
mined by the multiplication of the activity from the
even and the odd frames AeAo of texture patches along
the path. The activities themselves, Ae and Ao, are the
rectified outputs of a low-pass spatio-temporal filter —
a texture grabber in the terminology of Chubb and
Sperling, (1989a,b) — that extracts texture contrast.
From Werkhoven et al. (1993), it can be inferred that,
in second-order stimuli composed of texture gratings in
which even and odd frames have different activity
(contrast) modulations (Fig. 5a and b), a large me in
amplifier frames could amplify the effect of a small,
even ‘invisible’ mo in test frames. This is the amplifica-
tion principle in second-order motion perception. The
second-order analog of first-order motion amplification
is shown in Fig. 1e–h.
1.2.6. Two phases to test
To exactly cancel an undesired motion component
(e.g. in the odd frames), an equal and oppositely signed
component must added to the odd frames. For a sine
grating, it seems reasonable that any contamination
component would be exactly in-phase or exactly out-of-
phase with the primary modulation. Indeed this would
be true for any stimulus composed entirely of in-phase
odd harmonics.
For a complex periodic stimulus that contains har-
monics, it may not always be obvious what the exact
phase of motion components might be. If there were
contamination at any phase other than 0 or 180°, then
an undesired motion component could be cancelled in
the amplifier sandwich display (nominal 90° phase
shifts between successive stimuli) but a residue would
remain to be revealed in other displays. This residue
might well be above motion threshold when the original
display was simply translated. To be sure that this
cannot occur, recall that any sinewave can be con-
structed from two sinewaves of the same frequency that
differ in phase by 90°. So, sandwiches must be con-
structed not only with the even amplifier frames shifted
90° relative to odd test frames but also for unshifted
even frames with 0° shifts relative to the preceding odd
frame (Fig. 6a). Cancelling components are then added
at both 90 and at 0° (with pure sine waves, this is
equivalent to adding a sinewave at a particular phase)
to cancel the undesired component. When the phase of
a contamination component is unknown, it would be
advisable to use a minimum motion paradigm to
confirm the cancellation achieved with the amplifier
sandwich method.
Stromeyer, Kronauer, Ryu, Chaparro, and Eskew
(1995) demonstrate that different wavelength compo-
nents have different perceptual latencies, as do Ca-
vanagh and Anstis (1991).4 In motion, a difference in
time is equivalent to a difference in space. So, the
method of calibrating with latency differences is the
same as for calibrating with spatial asymmetry as de-
scribed above: calibration with 0° as well as with 90°
amplifier frames. This treats the latency difference in
terms of an equivalent spatial difference. Obviously,
such a calibration is useful only under identical tempo-
ral conditions as those used for the calibration.
In our experience with sinewave and squarewave
gratings, we have never observed motion in amplifier
sandwich displays with zero-shift even frames. How-
ever, a sawtooth waveform is severely asymmetric, and
would require titration in both 90 and 0° sandwiches to
cancel all phases of an undesired component (Fig. 6b).
1.2.7. Limits on amplification
When the modulation of an amplifier frame becomes
large, it activates gain-control processes prior to motion
Fig. 6. Sandwich displays with 0 and 90° frame-to-frame phase shifts.
(a) 90°, (b) 0° phase shift between successive frames. The density of
texture increases in a sawtooth fashion, illustrated in (c). (c) Diagram-
matic representation of the stimuli in (a). Physical sine components
are illustrated in dotted curves. For the odd frames, the sawtooth
illustrate texture density; there is no physical luminance sine compo-
nent. However, early visual distortion produces a psychophysical sine
components in the odd frames which does not necessarily correspond
precisely in phase to the texture density, and does not necessarily
have a 90° phase shift relative the even frames.
4 Cavanagh and Anstis (1991) use a method of millisecond ad-
vancement/retardation of specific colors to measure and null color
motion differences. Such a method is not practicable with the raster
displays that are in common use; the 0° sandwich display proposed
here is a more practical alternative.
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perception. As gain-control is intrinsically slower than
the controlled signal (otherwise a signal would cancel
itself), the impact is felt by subsequent frames. For
maximum effectiveness, amplifier frames should not
occur first in the sequence, and should not be too large.
The asymmetry between small-large versus large-small
modulation sequences has recently been documented by
Morgan and Chubb (1999); it was already evident to a
small degree in van Santen and Sperling (1984). When
the amplifier modulation becomes too large, there is
less amplification than for intermediate modulations
(see Allik & Pulver, 1995, and Section 2.1).
1.2.8. Outline
Here we apply sandwich displays and the amplifica-
tion property to elaborations of the method to produce
‘pure’ displays that stimulate only the first-order (van
Santen & Sperling, 1984), second-order (Werkhoven et
al., 1993), or third-order motion perception systems.
The procedure can be used to purify motion displays of
any contrast amplitude to a high degree. Several issues,
such as the relative advantages of the amplifier sand-
wich method compared to the minimum motion
method, the actual amplifications achieved, and the
relation of amplification limits to internal noise and to
gain control, will be considered later.
2. Applications
In this section, we apply the amplification principles
in various ways to produce ‘pure’ stimuli that stimulate
only one of the motion systems.5
2.1. Remoing first-order contamination from
second-order motion displays: ealuating and tuning the
amplifier sandwich paradigm
In displays that are intended to stimulate only the
second-order motion system, there is a problem if first-
order motion components are produced by early per-
ceptual processes that distort the representation of
luminance. Examples of such a process are a saturating
nonlinearity (Scott-Samuel & Georgeson, 1999) and the
greater neural representation of blacks than whites (Lu
& Sperling, 1999b). The aim is to produce displays that
compensate for these early visual distortions by can-
celling the ‘contamination’ they produce.
2.1.1. Outline
The amplifier sandwich method is used to produce
‘pure’ stimuli as follows: (1) a real, precisely measured
physical contamination is added to the carrier texture,
and used in a sandwich display to calibrate and evalu-
ate the method itself, i.e. to determine how sensitive the
sandwich method is in detecting and removing the real
distortion components. (2) The same method is applied
to remove unknown distortion components from the
candidate second-order stimuli. (3) The purified stimuli
are used to test the perception of (second-order) mo-
tion. (4) To determine the amplification factor, inde-
pendent of the assumption that — near threshold —
memo is a constant, it is efficient to add a control
condition in which motion direction threshold mˆo=e is
determined when me is constrained to be equal to mo.
Typically, the control condition is conducted first be-
cause it determines the threshold product memo and
thereby the range of amplifier modulations me that will
be most effective in steps 1–3.
Section 2.1 is concerned only with the evaluation of
the amplifier sandwich method, i.e. the demonstration
of its effectiveness. Section 2.2 describes its actual
application.
2.1.2. Stimulus sequence
The ‘second-order motion stimulus’ ultimately to be
used to stimulate the second-order motion system is
shown in Fig. 1a and b. It is a random noise carrier
with a squarewave contrast modulator that translates
90° between frames. Contrast-modulated noise is the
stimulus of ultimate interest, However, to evaluate the
sensitivity of the amplifier sandwich method in detect-
ing luminance modulations, it is much more convenient
to use a carrier without contrast modulation (Fig. 1p
and q) that has the same mean amplitude as the con-
trast modulated noise.6 A carrier without contrast mod-
ulation (Fig. 1p and q) has the advantage that, when
there is no added luminance signal, motion direction is
completely ambiguous.
2.1.3. Stimuli
The aim is to choose a value of me and to determine
a psychometric function as mo is varied for the stimuli
of Fig. 1p and q. Specifically, stimuli whose motion-di-
rection is to be detected are squarewave luminance
modulations with amplitude mo in odd frames and me
in amplifier even frames (the same basic concept as van
Santen & Sperling, 1984). Consecutive frames translate
by 90° in a consistent direction. The starting phase is
6 Previous experiments (Lu & Sperling, 1996a,b) considered mask-
ing of motion stimuli by contrast-modulated visual noise. Imposing a
contrast modulation (with spatial frequency fm) on noise had no
effect whatsoever on its ability to mask a (second-order) motion
stimulus of the same spatial frequency fm. To study the effect of
contrast-modulated noise on masking first-order motion, one must
first remove (or greatly reduce) the first-order contamination in the
visual noise so that it is direction-neutral in a sandwich display as in
Fig. 1c,d. This is an considerable complication and an unnecessary
refinement for the present purpose.5 First reported at ARVO, 1999 (Lu & Sperling, 1999a).
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Table 1
Amplification of luminance motion in dynamic random noise:
threshold percent modulations me and mo for paired even (amplifier)
and odd (test) frames for different values of me and the resulting
amplification factors
me Amplifmo memo
Subject: GA
1 4.54.5 4.5
1.23.8 3.94.0
8.0 1.5 3.0 3.5
6.00.75 3.516.0
32.0 3.61.25 6.3
Subject: ZL
3.0 13.0 3.0
1.03.0 3.54.0
0.838.0 3.6 2.6
6.0 2.816.0 0.50
3.330.90 5.332.0
choice of me. The actual design, however, was a complete
mixed list: all possible stimuli for all possible combina-
tions of mo and me were tested jointly, with a completely
random selection on each trial.
2.1.4. Control experiment (Fig. 1p and q)
The procedure is identical to that described above
except that instead of being fixed, me covaries with mo:
either me=mo or me=−mo. This is an ordinary
threshold determination for a translating luminance
squarewave in the presence of a masking texture. It yields
the value of mo=e,75.
2.1.5. Results
Because of symmetry, −mo,25 and mo,75 are estimates
of the same quantity, the modulation threshold, which
is designated simply as mˆo, and estimated by the average
of −mo,25 and mo,75. Table 1 shows the estimated
threshold mo for the various values of me, the first row
being the motion threshold mˆo=e obtained in the control
experiment in which mˆo was constrained to be equal to
me. Column three, amplification, presents the threshold
mˆo(e) for a particular mˆo, me combination divided by mˆo=e
in the control condition (first row). Table 1 shows that
a maximum amplification of 6 is reached by each
observer when the amplifier frames me were 4–5×
threshold mˆo=e.
Column 4 of the table presents the square routes of the
threshold mome products; mome has the dimensions of
power, motion power. The harmonic mean threshold
modulation mome is shown rather than power mome
because it is more easily understood.
If the multiplicative property held perfectly, all the
numbers in Table 1, column 4, would be identical. These
products mome can be regarded as inverse indexes of the
stimulation efficiency of mome in exciting the visual
system. For both observers, mome pairs with amplifier
modulations that are two or three times larger than the
threshold modulation mˆo=e yield the highest stimulation
efficiency. Still greater amplifier modulations me (not
shown here) result in a severe loss of efficiency. Very large
me reduce the amplification to much less than 1, that is,
they mask rather than amplify the test frames.
The loss of sensitivity with very large amplitude
amplifier frames is due largely to gain control mecha-
nisms prior to the motion computation. The small
reduction of mome (an increase of sensitivity) in the range
of maximum amplification is more difficult to explain.
One possibility is that with larger inputs, perceptual
filters become more finely turned. In that case, the large
modulation in the amplifier frames would serve not only
to amplify odd frames but also to sharpen perceptual
filters, and thereby reduce the amount of stimulus noise
that is unavoidably amplified with unequal versus equal
mo, me.
random. A new sample of a random noise texture is
added to each frame (dynamic random noise).
For each value of me=mo one of four stimuli is
presented: (1) the stimulus shown in Fig. 1p and q or (2)
its mirror image (i.e. motion in the opposite direction)
or (3) the stimulus of Fig. 1p and q with a 180° phase
shift in the modulation me (i.e. motion in the opposite
direction) or (4) the mirror of (3). The odd frame
modulation mo is varied over the full range of values from
negative (180° phase shift) to positive.
Stimuli were presented using a monochrome computer
monitor with an interface that yielded 6144 levels of
intensity (12.6 bits) with a mean luminance level of 40
cd/m2. The grating size was 5.86×2.93° (256×128
pixels). Individual pixels were (0.046°)2 (2×2 pixels); the
carrier noise was binary with contrasts of 50%. The
period of the squarewave luminance grating was 1.47°,
the temporal frequency was 7.5 Hz. The refresh fre-
quency was 120 Hz, and individual frames translated 90°
after every four refreshes.
On a trial, one of typically ten equally spaced values
of mo is chosen at random for presentation, and then one
of the four stimulus types. (In this particular experiment,
there is perfect symmetry between positive and negative
values of mo, but this is not always the case.) Thus, there
are 40 possible stimulus types. Observers judge the
direction of motion. The outcome of the procedure is a
psychometric function of the type shown in Fig. 2a. The
probability Pc of motion-direction judgments that are
consistent with a positive value of mo as a function of mo
goes from zero to one as mo goes from large negative to
large positive values. Necessarily, the expected value of
Pc is 50% for mo=0. The statistic of interest is the
difference between mo,75, the value for which Pc=75%
and mo,25, the value for which Pc=25%, which is 2 JNDs.
Once a psychometric function has been determined for
a particular me, the procedure can be repeated for a new
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2.1.6. Tuning the amplifier sandwich display for static
noise
According to the Reichardt model, static stimuli of
any kind can be added to a motion stimulus without
having any effect on motion thresholds. Because mo-
tion displays typically turn on and off in relatively brief
time periods, there is no such thing as a truly static
stimulus. However, for sampled motion displays with
90° phase shifts between frames, and 4n+1 frames per
display (n=positive integer), it has been shown (Sper-
ling & Lu, 1998b) that even the most damaging of static
displays, turned on and off in synchrony with the
motion stimulus, can be virtually invisible to a Re-
ichardt detector. Here we consider a static noise carrier
that has a modulation amplitude of 50%, which is
almost 500 times the amplitude of the threshold of a
first-order motion stimulus against a neutral gray back-
ground. As a masking stimulus, the static noise raises
the threshold modulation of luminance motion about
5× as compared to a neutral gray background.
Using procedures and stimuli identical to those de-
scribed above, except that the noise carrier texture
remained unchanged throughout a trial, thresholds
were measured for various mo, me combinations (Table
2). The threshold amplitude is 4× lower with the static
than with dynamic noise. The maximum amplification
factor is 7.5–8 for the two observers. These factors are
reached with amplifiers somewhat less than 7.5–8×
threshold, again indicating a slight gain in efficiency
before the drop in efficiency at about 10× threshold.
2.1.7. Psychometric functions and the precision of
estimating motion components
Fig. 2a shows an idealized psychometric function of
the sort obtained in these experiments. It is obvious
that the greater the amplification (the smaller the
threshold), the steeper is the psychometric function.
The increase in steepness of the psychometric function
is a direct consequence of the definition of the psycho-
metric function and of the threshold.7 The importance
of an increase in steepness of the psychometric function
is that the precision of estimation of the point where it
crosses the line Pc=50%, the median of the underlying
probability density function, is directly proportional to
the slope of the psychometric function (see Section 3.1).
And the precision of estimating mc, the crossing point,
is the critical issue in precisely cancelling possible con-
tamination motion components.
2.1.8. Conclusion
Considerable amplification of small luminance sig-
nals in dynamic and static noise texture backgrounds
can be achieved by use of a sandwich method. The
greatest amplification occurs with amplifier modula-
tions that are about four to six times the normal
motion threshold (in that environment).
2.2. Remoing first-order contamination from
second-order motion displays: creating ‘pure’
second-order stimuli
The aim is to create a moving contrast-modulation
(second-order stimulus, e.g. Fig. 1a and b) that contains
no motion components to activate the first order (lumi-
nance) motion system, even after luminance distortion
which occurs early in visual processing. There are some
suggestions that second-order motion would be weak or
absent in such stimuli (e.g. Smith & Ledgeway, 1997;
Taub, Victor, & Conte, 1997). Both static and dynamic
stimuli are tested as described below. The amplifier
sandwich method is used to remove the undesired first-
order components. The contamination-detection and
nulling procedures were implemented on a Proxima
DLP-4200 projector controlled by a Macintosh Pow-
erPC computer running Video Tool Box graphics soft-
ware (Pelli & Zhang, 1991). The Proxima DLP-4200
projector was set into its achromatic mode with a
refresh rate of 67 frames/s. The gamma of the projector
was re-set to 1.0 using a proprietary program. The
voltage-luminance response of the DLP-4200 is linear
Table 2
Amplification of luminance motion in static random noise: threshold
percent modulations me and mo for paired even (amplifier) and odd
(test) frames for different values of me and the resulting amplification
factors
mo Amplif memome
Subject: HK
1.20 1.20 1.201.0
0.80 1.51.0 0.9
0.40 0.92.0 3.0
0.154.0 8.0 0.8
8.0 0.22 5.5 1.3
16.0 0.75 1.6 3.5
1.0 1.2 5.632.0
Subject: ZL
1.0 0.70.75 0.75
1.0 1.50.50 0.7
4.7 0.62.0 0.16
4.0 0.67.50.10
3.0 1.40.258.0
16.0 0.25 3.0 2.0
4.80.72 1.032.0
7 Psychometric functions often are plotted against the logarithm of
stimulus intensity. In this case, the center of the psychometric func-
tion is taken as the point of zero intensity. On a logarithmic intensity
scale, an increase in sensitivity (change in slope on linear scale) would
be manifest as a translation to the left, often with an invariant shape
of the psychometric function.
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within measurement error. In the chromatic mode, each
RGB channel of the projector produced 256 (8-bit)
color levels. In the achromatic mode, the projector
produced 768 evenly spaced gray levels. The observer
viewed the display (0.6×0.4 m2) on a reflecting screen
at a distance of 3.0 m. The dynamic range of the
projection system was 10.3–151.6 cd/m2; the back-
ground luminance was 81.0 cd/m2.
The odd frames (test frames to be calibrated) of the
displays consisted of a carrier (binary random noise,
pixel size=8.4×8.4 min) upon which a square-wave
contrast modulation (0.45 cd) was imposed (Fig. 1c,d).
The intensity of pixel x is defined in terms of its point
contrast (in percent): c(x)=100% l(x)/l0, where l is the
pixel luminance, and l0 is the background luminance. In
all cases, l0 was also the mean luminance of the entire
display. By choosing l0 as the midpoint of the range of
displayable luminances, the theoretical contrast range
of the monitor is [−100%, +100%]. In high contrast
stimulus regions, pixel contrast was −75% or +75%
with equal probability; in low contrast regions, pixel
contrast was −25% or +25% with equal probability.
The even frames (amplifier frames) of the displays
contained the same carrier (binary random pixel noise)
but instead of contrast modulations they contained
luminance modulations of the same spatial frequency.
In the high luminance regions, pixels took contrasts of
+75% or −25% with equal probability; in the low
luminance regions, pixels took contrasts of +25% or
−75% with equal probability. This produces a lumi-
nance modulation (in terms of point contrast) of me=
25% in the amplifier frames. This value of me is
slightly too big to yield the maximum amplification, but
it had the virtue of requiring only four luminance levels
for a stimulus, which ultimately simplified the calibra-
tion problem. The phase shift between successive
frames was 90°. The display was shown at 7.5 Hz.
If there were no luminance contamination, no mo-
tion system would be activated by the display of Fig. 1c
and d. Within odd frames alone and within the even
frames alone, the phase shift is 180°, which is motion-
ambiguous. The odd frames address only the second-
order system, the even frames, only the first-order
system. However, Lu and Sperling (1999b) found that,
in all the texture displays they tested, black pixels had
greater perceptual effectiveness than equivalent white
pixels. This means there is an early nonlinearity in the
visual system that diminishes positive contrasts relative
to negative ones. This kind of luminance distortion
would produce a first-order contamination in the tex-
ture frames. After early visual processing, all frames
would contain a luminance stimulus, and first-order
motion would be easily perceived.
Two versions of the display were tested. In the static
carrier version, the random binary noise pixel pattern
was the same across all five frames of the display. In the
dynamic carrier version, a new random binary noise
pixel pattern was chosen on every frame. With a static
carrier, only the modulator changes from frame-to-
frame; so all changes in pixel intensity are relevant for
motion. With a dynamic carrier, most of the changes in
pixel intensity are due to changes in the carrier (which
are irrelevant to motion) and not in the modulator.
Both static- and dynamic-carrier versions showed
strong apparent motion. The apparent motion was
nulled by adding a luminance modulation mo to the
second-order grating (white aligned with high contrast
region to cancel the black advantage). A method of
constant stimuli was used to estimate the modulation
amplitude that would render the modified test grating
completely motion-ambiguous when alternated with the
amplifier frames (e.g. Fig. 2a). Four observers were
tested with both gratings.
2.2.1. Results
For the four observers, the cancelling luminance-
modulation varied from 3.0 to 4.5%. There was no
statistically significant difference in the nulling modula-
tion required for static and dynamic carriers (contrary
to the conjecture of Smith & Ledgeway, 1997). In
second-order stimuli, with all first-order contamination
removed, the direction of motion remained completely
obvious.
2.2.2. Estimating amplification
Amplification is estimated by comparing the slopes of
psychometric functions, e.g. data of the form of Fig. 2a:
Pc, the probability of a direction-consistent motion
judgment versus mo, the odd-frame modulation ampli-
tude, while even-frame modulation amplitude me is
fixed. In the demonstration measurements of amplifica-
tion in Section 2.1, the psychometric functions were
constrained to go through the point (0, 50%) because
the odd-frame texture did not contain any intrinsic
luminance variations that could support first-order mo-
tion. Here, however, the odd frame texture has a con-
trast modulation that, after the compressive
nonlinearities of retinal processing, contains intensity
modulations that subsequent visual processes cannot
discriminate from an equivalent first-order ‘contamina-
tion’. In consequence, except for statistical variability,
all the psychometric functions pass through a point (mc,
50), where mc represents the modulation amplitude of
the first-order contamination (Fig. 2a).
The slope of a psychometric function for a fixed me is
determined by the distance between mo,25 and mo,75, i.e.
the values that yield the 25% and 75% points,
Pc(mo,25)=25% and Pc(mo,75)=75%. For a given me,
the threshold mojnd is defined as mojnd= (mo,75−mo,25)/2
(see Fig. 2a). The slope of the psychometric function is
dPc(mo)/dmo25%/mojnd.
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Fig. 7. Procedures used to detect first-order contamination in nomi-
nally isoluminant red–green gratings. Odd frames, the red–green
gratings. Even frames, the luminance amplifier (Anstis & Cavanagh,
1983).
2.3. Remoing luminance contamination from
isoluminant chromatic motion displays
In studying chromatic motion perception, it is critical
that the chromatic stimuli be truly isoluminant with
respect to human motion perception. Anstis and Ca-
vanagh (1983) first used an amplifier sandwich display
and nulling procedure to remove such luminance con-
tamination. However, they were not aware of the am-
plifier property of sandwich displays. In the amplifier
version of the procedure, we create calibration displays
consisting of five consecutive frames. The odd frames
are test frames composed of the nominally isoluminant
red–green sinewave gratings to be calibrated; the even
frames are amplifier frames composed of sinewave lu-
minance modulations. The phase shift between succes-
sive frames is 90° (Fig. 7).
No consistent motion would be perceived in a color-
luminance sandwich display (Fig. 7) if the ‘isoluminant’
red–green frames were truly isoluminant. If there were
residual luminance contamination in the ‘isoluminant’
frames so that, for example, the green areas were
slightly less luminous than the red areas, motion would
be seen in a consistent leftward direction; if green were
more luminous than red, motion would be seen in the
rightward direction, the directions reflecting the relative
phases of the luminance components which are now
present in all five frames.
Measurements of the effective amplification in the
sandwich procedure for producing red–green isolumi-
nant motion produced different results than in experi-
ment 1. The maximum amplification achieved was
about 2.0, and this occurred at low contrasts, about
4–8%, of the luminance amplifier frames. The proce-
dures for measuring the effectiveness of amplification
(e.g. Tables 1 and 2) consist of the first-order sinewave
amplification sandwich procedure (Fig. 3) plus different
added masking stimuli–noisy textures in experiment 1,
red–green gratings in isoluminance calibration. That
color masking appears to follow somewhat different
principles is unexpected and under investigation.
The isoluminance calibration procedure was imple-
mented on a Macintosh computer. All displays were
shown on an Apple 1710 multisync color monitor con-
trolled by a 30-bit Radius Thunder 1600/30 graphics
card in a 7500/100 PowerPC Macintosh running Psych
Toolbox (Brainard & Pelli, 1998). This apparatus was
different from that used in the previous experiment
because it was necessary to have ten bits per channel to
produce truly isoluminant chromatic stimuli. The moni-
tor, with a refresh rate of 60 frames/s, was calibrated to
produce DKL coordinates following standard proce-
dures (Brainard, 1986) using a Tektronix J17 photome-
ter with a J1820 chromaticity head. The background
was set at 17.4 cd/m2 at chromaticity (x, y)= (0.294,
0.314) for the CIE Standard Observer.
Amplification for a particular me is the ratio of slopes
of two psychometric functions. The numerator is the
slope of the psychometric function derived with me; the
denominator is the slope of the reference psychometric
function, derived with me=mˆo=e [A complication in
the present experiment (Section 2.2 versus the previous
Section 2.1) is that contrast-modulated noise contains a
luminance component; this luminance contamination
must be removed before the threshold determination of
mˆo=e (see Section 2.1) in which (me is constrained to
be equal to (mo.] From the definition of slope, it is
evident that amplification is the ratio of the corre-
sponding two thresholds: mo,ref/mo. The slope ratio
indicates that the actual amplification in this experi-
ment was about 5–6.
2.2.3. Discussion
Similar experiments and results in the removal of
first-order contamination from second-order motion
stimuli have recently been reported by Scott-Samuel
and Georgeson (1999). In addition to studying second-
order motion produced by moving modulations im-
posed on noise carriers, they also used high
spatial-frequency sinewave carriers. The disadvantage
of a sinewave carrier, noted by the authors, is that the
modulator produces real physical first-order movement
components that interfere with the measurement of the
visually produced first-order motion components. The
random noise carriers and modulators used in these
experiments have been proved not to contain systematic
first-order components (Chubb & Sperling, 1989a,b).
Any first-order motion that can be cancelled must have
been visually produced.
Currently, purified stimuli are being used to study
transducer properties of second-order system (Chubb,
Lu, & Sperling, 1999), motion summation, cross-adap-
tation, and other phenomena that require pure second-
order stimuli for their elucidation.
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The chromatic ‘red–green’ test grating is a 0.5 cpd
sinewave modulation along the L–M axis in the DKL
space (Derrington, Krauskopf, & Lennie, 1984). The
luminance amplifier grating is a sinewave modulation
of the same spatial frequency along the L+M axis in
the DKL space. To find a 75% threshold for a purified
test grating, an initial (contaminated) test grating was
set at an amplitude of about 1.5 threshold (i.e. about
90% detectable) and then calibrated by means of the
motion amplification procedure to remove the residual
luminance component. (In our experience, even after
the general isoluminant calibration has been performed,
the motion-amplification procedure discovers that
about 1/3 of the nominal isoluminant modulation at
threshold actually contains residual luminance contami-
nation. Moreover, the final calibration is slightly differ-
ent at every spatial frequency, temporal frequency, and
contrast amplitude, as discussed by Anstis & Cavanagh,
1983.) Extensive isoluminance calibration was carried
out for four observers and at four different temporal
frequencies (0.92, 1.84, 3.75 and 7.5 Hz) and several
contrast amplitudes near threshold. The amplitudes of
the resulting isoluminant threshold modulations along
the L–M axis for the four observers were 1.2% (−
0.5%), 1.35% (−0.5%), 2.4% (−0.5%), and 1.5% (−
1.0%) at 7.5 Hz and the average thresholds for the four
different temporal frequencies were 0.44% (−0.6%),
0.48% (−0.13%), 0.68% (−0.18%) and 1.6% (−0.63%),
with the numbers in parenthesis indicating the amount
of luminance correction in each condition.
The properties of these truly isoluminant ‘red–green’
stimuli are described elsewhere (Lu, Lesmes, & Sper-
ling, 1999) and are briefly summarized here as observed
in each of four observers. (1) By appropriate adjust-
ment of chromaticity, the appearance of chromatic
motion could be adjusted from smooth, continuous
motion to complete motion standstill (a quickly moving
grating appears to be standing still). (2) The temporal
frequency tuning function (threshold amplitude versus
frequency) exactly matched the previously measured
tuning functions for third-order motion stimuli. (3)
Pure chromatic stimuli failed the pedestal test (Lu &
Sperling, 1995a). (4) Monocular stimuli and interocular
stimuli (in which each eye individually receives only
ambiguous motion) had the same thresholds within
measurement error. Each of these properties, and all
together, indicate that the movement of isoluminant
red–green gratings is perceived by the third-order mo-
tion system.
2.4. Measuring distortion components in first-order
sinusoidal gratings
Lu and Sperling (1999b) report that, in ten represen-
tative types of first-order stimuli, decremental black
areas have approximately 25% greater perceptual mag-
nitude than incremental white areas that have the same
absolute physical deviation from the background.8 The
perceptual distortion of sinewaves caused by black–
white asymmetry is equivalent, in a Fourier series repre-
sentation, to adding even harmonics to the original
sinewave. That is, when the original sinewave frequency
is f, the black–white asymmetry produces a waveform
that, in addition to f, contains frequencies 0f, 2f, 4f,
6f,… . The magnitude of these distortion-produced
sinewaves is predicted from the black–white
asymmetry.
A sensitive test for the presence of the 2f distortion
product is the three-frame motion sequence shown in
Fig. 8. Frames 1 and 3 are the amplifier frames: Frame
1 is a 2f spatial sinewave; frame 3 is its negative. These
frames alone are motion-ambiguous. Frame 2, the test
frame, contains a 1f sinewave with a 45° phase shift
relative to frame 1. When the if sinewave contains a 2f
distortion product, the 2f phase shift is 90°, and motion
will be seen in the rightward direction if black has a
bigger representation than white, and in the leftward
direction otherwise. When there is no distortion
Fig. 8. Sandwich procedure used to detect 2f distortion in sinewave
motion displays. To detect second harmonics in a nominally pure
sinewave grating, a 1f sinewave grating is sandwiched between two 2f
sinewave gratings. The phase shift between the two 2f gratings is
180°. If there were second harmonics in the internal representation of
the 2f grating (as indicated by the dotted curve in (e), apparent
motion in a consistent direction is perceived. To remove 2f compo-
nents from the internal representation of 1f, various amounts (includ-
ing 0) of 2f components are added to the 1f grating until no
consistent motion is perceived. The procedure can be iterated to
remove 4f and higher harmonics.
8 Early visual nonlinearities in which the magnitude of visual
responses to decrements is larger than the response to equal-magni-
tude increments are reported for: turtle cones (Baylor, Hodgkin, &
Lamb, 1974), human cones (He & MacLeod, 1998), brief threshold
flashes (Boynton, Ikeda, & Stiles, 1964, and many subsequent au-
thors), and ten other perceptual responses (Lu & Sperling, 1999b).
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Fig. 9. Removing bias in third-order motion: the depth-texture sand-
wich display. The top row shows a sequence of five consecutive
frames (a–e); each is displaced by 90° from the previous one. Overall
frame size is 7.43×5.94°. The depth stereograms (a, c, e) are indi-
cated schematically; an actual stereogram is shown below (L, R). The
most salient features of the depth frames are the near peaks. To
balance the salience of the coarse and the fine stripes in equal
attention conditions, the contrast of the coarse stripes is varied while
the contrast of the fine stripes is fixed. When the coarse stripes are
more salient, the direction of apparent motion follows the space-time
trajectory from coarse stripes to near peaks of the depth gratings. The
opposite direction of motion is perceived when the fine stripes are
more salient. When no consistent motion direction can be reported,
the coarse and the fine stripes are equally salient. (L, R) Left and
right eye images of a stereogram illustrating the bottom half of one
frame of the depth stimulus. Viewing the left panel with the left eye
and the right panel with the right eye shows 1.7 (of 3.7) cycles of a
horizontally oriented grating (Lu & Sperling, 1995b).
be l, and the mean luminance be l0 and let l= l− l0.
The point contrast of ‘black’ (negative) pixels (pixels
with l0) was attenuated by , the black-attentua-
tion factor. That is, the actual displayed luminances l 
of pixels with l0 was l = l0+l ; white (positive)
pixels were not transformed, l = l0+l.
We corrected for stimulus distortion by black attenu-
ation rather than by simply adding second harmonic
because black attenuation is a reasonable antidote to
the actual visual attenuation process and because it had
already been used by us in many similar psychophysical
tests (Lu & Sperling, 1999b). In this particular instance,
black attenuation is, for practical purposes, equivalent
to adding second harmonic because the higher harmon-
ics (4th, 6th…) produced by black attenuation are
insignificant in such low-contrast stimuli.
The black-attenuation factor  was varied to deter-
mine the point of minimum motion, i.e. where the
observer’s internal representation of black in this par-
ticular stimulus was of precisely the same magnitude as
that of white. Even harmonics higher than 2f were not
tested in this paradigm because they would have phase
shifts of 180 or 360°. For three observers, the average
point of minimum motion occurred when black was
attenuated by =0.72. Black attenuation by a factor 
reduces the amplitude of the fundamental by (1+)/
2=86%, and it produces a 2f component of amplitude
2(1−)/(3)=5.9%. The amplitude of 2f relative to 1f
is 0.059/0.86=0.069. This 7% distortion of a sinewave
grating that has only 4% contrast modulation implies
an actual 2f modulation amplitude of 0.28%. The large
black–white distortion (=0.72) generates only a small
2f component (modulation amplitude 0.28%); neverthe-
less, the 2f component is easily measured and removed.
In principle, one can reiterate the above procedure to
remove 4f, 6f and even higher harmonics from the
sinewave to produce a 1f sinewave grating that is
perceptually pure (devoid of harmonics) for the first-or-
der motion system. Such purification might become
necessary when displays utilize higher-amplitude mov-
ing sinewave stimuli or frame-to-frame displacements
other than 90° because of extreme sensitivity of the
first-order motion system to low-contrast motion.
Ordinary sinewave gratings appear to have dark
stripes that are quite obviously wider than light stripes.
However, a perceptually pure sine stimulus for the
motion system is not necessarily a pure sine for the
shape– texture system. That would require a spatial
calibration (see Section 2.7, below). For spatially
purified sinewave gratings, the apparent widths of black
and white stripes were found to be equal within mea-
surement error (Lu & Sperling, 1999b). Insofar as the
black-attenuation factors measured for grating appear-
ance and for motion are similar, it suggests a common
origin for black-white asymmetry.
product, there is no common frequency between con-
secutive frames, and therefore there is no consistent
apparent motion.
Three observers viewed the test sequence of Fig. 8
using the DLP-4200 projector described in experiment
1. The spatial frequency of the fundamental sinewave
was f=0.60 cpd; the spatial frequency of the second
harmonics was 2f=1.2 cpd. Each frame of the motion
sequence lasted 50 ms. The contrast of all the gratings
was 4%, which is quite small and, according to most
theorists, should be relatively free of intensity-compres-
sion distortion.9
To compensate for the presumed early visual black–
white distortion in the representation of luminance, an
opposite distortion (‘black attenuation’) was produced
in the stimuli. Specifically, let the luminance of a pixel
9 Near threshold, detection typically follows a square law as a
function of stimulus intensity. However, the square law occurs at a
higher level of processing than the representation of the inputs to the
motion computation. Predictions of how two stimulus components
combine in determining motion-direction judgments indicate that,
when stimulus contrast is small enough to elude contrast gain control,
stimuli are represented very accurately, i.e. linearly (van Santen &
Sperling, 1984; Lu & Sperling, 1995a; Lu & Sperling, 1996b).
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2.5. Remoing second-order contamination from
third-order motion displays
Lu and Sperling (1995b) created a novel sandwich
display to stimulate only the third-order motion system
(Fig. 9). Odd frames are texture gratings, even frames
are stereo depth gratings. Perceiving motion in these
displays requires combining the salience information
(e.g. figure vs. ground) from the two different stimulus
types. Additionally, Lu and Sperling (1995b) intended
to produce a motion display in which the motion would
be invisible to the first- and second-order systems, and
would be visible to the third-order motion system only
when selective attention was directed to a particular
feature.
Three calibrations are desirable in third-order dis-
plays used to assay selective attention: first-order and
second-order motion should be eliminated. Neither of
these is absolutely essential, but the sensitivity of the
method is enhanced when extraneous motion signals
are eliminated. Finally, in equal-attention conditions,
no consistent (third-order) motion should be reportable
by the observers.
Sandwich displays that have been used to study
selective attention to black (or to white) spots are
illustrated in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a illustrates a display in
which even frames, the amplifier frames, are composed
of a high-amplitude contrast-modulated texture grating
(i.e. with alternating bands of high and low texture-con-
trast). Odd frames, the test frames, consist of alternat-
ing bands of white ‘Mexican hat’ spots and black
‘Mexican hat’ spots. These spots are composed of a
center and surround of opposite contrast so that, for
each kind of spot, the integrated luminance over the
entire spot equals the background level. Before begin-
ning the procedure, the (first-order) luminance modula-
tion is eliminated in both types of frames by means of
a first-order calibration.
For eliminating second-order motion components,
the amplifier frames have a second-order modulation of
about 10× the threshold for texture modulation. Inso-
far as there is any second-order modulation in test
frames (e.g. if the black spots were blacker than the
white spots were white) it would lead to apparent
motion in a consistent direction. Because of the greater
effectiveness of black than white, minimum motion
typically requires reducing the amplitude of the black
spots to about 90% of the amplitude of the white spots,
somewhat different amounts depending on the observer
(Solomon & Sperling, 1994). (Changing the amplitude
of the spot involves the amplitude of both the spot and
its immediate ‘Mexican hat’ surround in order to leave
the first-order calibration unperturbed.) Once the test
display is black–white balanced and therefore motion-
ambiguous, it no longer contains a second-order mo-
tion component.
A complication in this procedure is that, although
the calibration is conducted under conditions of neutral
attention, the observer may be selectively attending
more to one color (black/white) of the spot than the
other. Selective attention to a color makes that color
more effective for third-order motion (Lu & Sperling,
1995b; Blaser et al., 1999) so the balance would be
achieved between a combination of second- and third-
order motion. To achieve a perfect cancellation of
second-order motion without any contribution of third-
order motion, it would be necessary to conduct the
calibration at a sufficiently high frequency, e.g. 12 Hz,
so that the contribution of third-order motion is negli-
gible. (The typical corner frequencies of second and
third-order motion are, respectively, 12 and 4 Hz.)
Solomon and Sperling (1994), in a different context,
used a ‘minimum motion’ procedure to remove full-
wave (second-order) contaminations from the same
black–white Mexican hat displays. Illustrated in Fig.
5c,d, their procedure varied the ratio of the contrast of
the black dots versus that of the white dots to search
for a particular black/white ratio at which minimum
amount of motion is perceived. They took that particu-
lar black/white ratio to indicate successful removal of
fullwave (second-order) contamination in the black-
and white-Mexican-hat frames. While their procedure
enabled them to remove much, perhaps most, second-
order contamination from their displays, it has two
problems that are resolved by amplification sandwich
displays. (1) The Solomon–Sperling procedure is less
sensitive because second-order contamination below its
own threshold fails to cause motion, whereas in the
sandwich procedure a second-order contamination of
1/8 of threshold (Table 2) causes detectable motion. (2)
In order to make it possible to observe changes in
motion strength in their displays, Solomon and Sperling
(1994) had to keep the stimulus contrast low enough
that the direction-of-motion judgments were less than
about 90% correct. Then, they had to linearly extrapo-
late their calibration results to the high contrast stimuli
actually used in their experiments. In contrast, the
amplification sandwich procedure can be used to di-
rectly calibrate motion displays of any amplitude to a
certifiable purity.
The principal result with stimuli that are motion-bal-
anced under neutral attention conditions is that selec-
tive attention to a feature (either the black spots or the
white spots in the present example) can completely
determine the direction of perceived motion (Lu &
Sperling, 1995b) — the same stimulus appears to move
in one direction with attention to black spots and in the
opposite direction with attention to white spots. In the
case of selective attention to color, the increase in
effectiveness of a color (the attentional amplification)
produced by selectively attending to red or to green has
been measured quantitatively and found to be 25% (or
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more, depending on the observer and color). The in-
crease in color effectiveness is only in terms of the
color’s salience contribution to third-order motion;
color appearance itself is not changed by selective at-
tention (Prinzmetal, Amiri, Allen, & Edwards, 1998;
Blaser et al., 1999).
2.6. Remoing third-order bias from third-order motion
displays
This example provides perhaps the clearest case of
third-order motion in a sandwich display (Fig. 9). The
even, amplifier frames are dynamic random-dot
stereograms. Each frame individually is composed of
random-intensity pixels. The correlation between the
pixels in the left and right eyes is arranged so that
together the pixels describe a horizontal, corrugated
grating in depth. The depth modulation is far above
threshold, hence these frames function as third-order
amplifiers, with the near areas perceived as figure (high
salience) and the distant areas as ground (low salience).
The odd, test frames are alternating patches of high
frequency and low frequency sinewave gratings. Be-
cause there is nothing common between the random-
dot stereo frames and the texture patches, there is no
possibility of perceiving first or second-order motion.
However, observers will perceive motion in a direction
that depends on the relative contrast amplitude of the
high and low spatial-frequency gratings. Under neutral
attention instructions, adjusting the relative amplitude
of the high and low spatial-frequency sinewave gratings
to null apparent motion determines the high frequency/
low frequency amplitude ratio for third-order motion
neutrality. (Under neutral attention, the third-order
system is low-pass in spatial frequency; the higher the
patch spatial frequency, the higher the contrast must be
for a motion null.)
The procedure was carried out on an Ikegame moni-
tor driven by an IBM PC compatible running Runtime
Library. The overall size of the stimulus as viewed by
the observers was 5.94×2.97°. The contrast of the fine
texture gratings was 40%. At equal salience, the con-
trast of the coarse gratings was 26%. The coarse stripes
were sinewaves, 2.5 cpd, the fine stripes, 5.0 cpd.
Under instructions to selectively attend to high or to
low spatial frequencies, the stereo-alternating-with-tex-
ture-patch display enables the calibration of the effec-
tiveness of attention instructions. In this case, attention
to high causes reliable motion perception in one direc-
tion, attention to low spatial frequencies causes motion
perception in the opposite direction. In a similar am-
biguous motion paradigm, Blaser et al. (1999) used a
texture-contrast modulation as the third-order motion
amplifier and an isoluminant red–green grating as the
test display. The calibration consisted of adjusting the
saturation of red or green stripes to null apparent
motion. For the third-order motion system, attention to
a color was found to be equivalent to increasing its
saturation by at least 25%.
2.7. Amplifying texture gratings
To what extent does the amplification principle ob-
served in the motion system apply to texture gratings?
In a formal sense, the problem of determining the
direction of motion of a one-dimensional grating is
exactly equivalent to the problem of determining the
slant of a texture grating. This is demonstrated by
inspection of Fig. 1a, which represents a space– time
(x, t) plot of a one-dimensional grating modulation
(Fig. 1b) that moves in 90° steps. The coordinates of
the plot can be interpreted as x, t representing succes-
sive frames (as in all the previous examples) or as
directly as x, y : The plots themselves (e.g. Fig. 1a,c) are
x, y gratings. Can the amplification principles, applied
in such instances to alternate slices of the gratings’
stripes, be used to make the slant of the gratings more
visible? And, if so, what does that tell us about texture
perception?
2.7.1. Procedure
To investigate amplification in texture gratings, in a
setting as similar as possible to the motion stimuli, the
luminance square-wave modulations illustrated in Fig.
10 are used. (These experiments were conducted in
collaboration with Greg Appelbaum.) The stimuli were
composed of 4n slices (rows) of squarewave luminance
modulations with amplitude mo in odd (test) slices and
me in even (amplifier) slices. Consecutive slices were
translated in a consistent direction by 90° (Fig. 10). The
task of the subject is to discriminate between the right-
ward-slanting stimuli of Fig. 10 and their mirror
images.
Initially, the method of constant stimuli was used to
determine the contrast amplitude which produced the
probability of correct texture slant judgments Pc=75%
when all strips had the same contrast, i.e. when mo=
me. This is an ordinary threshold determination for
texture slant discrimination.
Once the threshold modulation mˆo=e had been deter-
mined for the squarewave that produced 75% correct
slant judgments, the method of constant stimuli was
repeated with various fixed amplitudes of me to deter-
mine the corresponding psychometric functions as mo
was varied. For each fixed value of me, the value mˆo
was determined that made texture slant judgments 75%
correct.
2.7.2. Stimuli
Stimuli were presented on a monochrome computer
monitor with an interface that yielded 6144 levels of
intensity (12.6 bits) and a mean luminance level of 40
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cpd/m2. The grating size was 2.93×2.93° (256×256
pixels). Individual texture elements were (0.046°)2 (2×2
screen pixels). Fig. 10a,b show the gratings, approxi-
mately to scale. Two spatial frequencies of the square-
wave luminance grating were tested: 1.2 and 2 cpd. The
texture was shown for 50 ms at a refresh frequency of
120 Hz.
Table 3
Slant discrimination (Fig. 10): pairs of threshold contrast modulation
amplitudes in percent for amplifier slices me, test slices mˆo, the
corresponding amplification factors, and the RMS orientation power
Amplifmˆome memo
1.2 cpd, 50 ms
0.58 1 0.580.58
1.70.34 0.581
0.088 6.62 0.42
0.694.84 0.12
0.70 0.23 2.368
2 cpd, 50 ms
10.580.58 0.58
0.33 1.76 0.571
0.075 7.732 0.39
2.9 0.890.204
1.03 2.18 0.56
Fig. 10. Stimuli for producing texture amplification analogously to
amplification in motion sandwich displays. (a) A section of right-
slanting texture. Even slices are the amplifier slices with high contrast
amplitude me; odd slices are the to-be-amplified slices with low
contrast amplitude mo. The discrimination is between the right-slant-
ing grating and its left-slanting mirror image. (b) A right slanting
grating with a slightly different geometry than (a). In the experiments,
threshold contrast me=mo was 0.6%; the minimum (amplified) mo
for 75% correct slant discrimination was less than 0.1% (one part in
a thousand).
2.7.3. Results
The first line of Table 3 shows the ordinary threshold
mˆo=e for slant discrimination when me=mo. Subse-
quent rows show the threshold values mˆo for various
me. Amplification is the threshold mo (for that row’s mo,
me combination) divided by mˆo=e. Table 3 shows that
amplifications from 6 to 8 are reached by the observer
when the amplifier frames me were about 3.5× the
threshold mˆo=e, and that further increases in me in-
crease mˆo ultimately producing masking, not
amplification.
The greatest amplification, which occurs when me is
only 3.5 times threshold mˆo=e, is a joint consequence of
multiplicative amplification (by me) and a significant
increase in efficiency — a smaller memo. The conclu-
sion, based on the current data, is that amplification is
a potentially useful principle in exposing weak x, y
texture components analogous to its use in x, t motion
experiments.
2.7.4. Interpretation
We expect amplification in texture because al-
gorithms for detecting grating orientation rely on ex-
tracting orientation energy in x, y (Knutsson &
Granlund, 1983), which is computationally equivalent
to extracting motion energy in x, t (Adelson & Bergen,
1985). The equivalence of motion energy models and
the elaborated Reichardt motion model (which has the
amplification property) was proved by Adelson and
Bergen (1985) and van Santen and Sperling (1985). So,
by transitivity (elaborated Reichardt model equals mo-
tion energy model equals orientation energy model), the
amplification principle must hold for texture slant inso-
far as the slant discrimination is based on an orienta-
tion energy computation.
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3. Discussion
This article illustrated the amplification principles in
first-, second- and third-order motion. Based on these
principles, sensitive calibration procedures were devel-
oped to reduce unwanted stimulus components to a
small fraction of their threshold, i.e. to produce ‘pure’
stimuli in which the undesired components, even if they
were an order of magnitude greater, would remain
invisible.10 As briefly summarized in each section, such
pure stimuli enabled selective stimulation of each of the
proposed three motion systems, best revealing the in-
trinsic properties of these systems.
3.1. Efficiency
How much is gained by motion amplification is
illustrated in Fig. 11. Suppose the method of constant
stimuli is used to collect motion-direction responses.
We consider two points of the psychometric function
that describes the perceived motion-direction as a func-
tion of the amount of added, cancelling luminance
motion. As in the psychometric function of Fig. 2, we
wish to estimate the point of maximum motion ambigu-
ity, where the psychometric function crosses the line
that describes chance performance. Suppose, in a mo-
tion procedure, data points b and b  are obtained. The
range of uncertainty around each of these data points is
proportional to the standard error of the mean, repre-
sented by the vertical bar. Connecting the bars from b
and b  indicates how uncertainty in the proportion of
responses translates into uncertainty in the location of
the crossing point (the median of the underlying proba-
bility density function). The exact relation between
vertical and horizontal uncertainty will be considered
below; here, only the comparison between two different
uncertainty intervals is considered.
In Fig. 11, data points a–a  arise when there is an
amplification factor of 3× with precisely the same
amount of data. It is evident that the 3× amplification
has reduced the uncertainty interval threefold. A three-
fold decrease in the uncertainty interval could also be
produced by a threefold reduction in the range. This
would require a three fold reduction in the standard
error  of the mean. Unfortunately, =N, where
 is a constant determined by the Bernoulli distribution
associated with Pc, the response probability. To de-
crease the uncertainty interval by a factor of k requires
increasing the number of independent observations by
k2. Thus, to gain the same improvement as the 3×
amplification would require collecting 9× more data.
The most important aspect of Fig. 11 is that it
illustrates that the accuracy with which a cancelling
modulation can be estimated is jointly determined by
the amplification factor, i.e. by the sensitivity of the
method and by the amount of data collected. To sketch
this more quantitatively, consider the points a= (x1, y1)
and a = (x2, y2), and assume equal intervals of uncer-
tainty around each . From Fig. 11, assuming a
linear psychometric function in the range under consid-
eration, it follows that the interval of uncertainty x
around the 50% crossing is
x=
 ()(x2−x1)
y2−y1
(1)
In a typical case, y1, y2 are 25 and 75%, respectively;
x2−x1=2JND, where JND represents the threshold
for 25% and 75% correct motion direction responses;
and =y(1−y)/n where n is the number of trials
per point. Substituting in Eq. (1) yields x=
1.73JND)/n. For n=25, this yields x=
0.346JND. Thus, according to Eq. (1) (which is an
approximation), a psychometric function with 25 trials
per point reduces the uncertainty in the magnitude of a
contaminating motion component by an additional fac-
tor of about 1/3 beyond what was achieved by motion
amplification.
In theory, following the n2 law for reducing the
standard error of the mean by increasing the number n
of trials, there is no limit on accuracy. In practice, it is
easier to amplify, and a motion amplification factor of
3 or 4 is often attainable. Reducing the required n for a
given level of accuracy by a factor of 9 or 16 by motion
amplification is something like the difference between
walking and driving. It makes a difference in the ven-
tures that are undertaken.
Fig. 11. The efficiency of amplification. Idealized pairs of points on
two psychometric functions (Fig. 2a) obtained in sandwich proce-
dures. Abscissa is modulation amplitude mo of odd frames, ordinate
is the probability Pr of rightward motion. b−b  are baseline data
from a psychometric function obtained with a small modulation
amplitude me of even frames. a−a  are obtained with 3× larger me,
i.e. 3× amplified data. The bars around the data points indicate the
standard error of the mean . The range of uncertainty around the
estimate of mc diminishes in direct inverse proportion to the amplifi-
cation factor  and . To reduce  by  requires 
2 more indepen-
dent observations.
10 We have not considered explicitly here how second- and third-or-
der components can be removed to create pure first-order stimuli.
With luminance sinewaves, this is accomplished by adding stationary
sine pedestal of 2× the amplitude or by viewing very low contrast
stimuli (for details, see Lu & Sperling, 1995a).
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3.2. Comparison of sandwich amplification and
minimum motion
Both of these methods offer the possibility of can-
celling unwanted components in motion displays. The
sandwich method (e.g. Fig. 1b and c) offers amplifica-
tion by using large-modulation stimuli in the even
(amplifier) frames, while the small amplitude stimuli are
confined to the odd frames. The minimum motion
technique (e.g. Fig. 1a–b,p–q) is restricted to displays
that are near motion threshold, and it is inherently less
sensitive. From the kinds of data obtained by the two
methods, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2, it is
obvious that the estimate of the cancelling modulation
mc derives from the steepest part of the psychometric
function, which yields the most accurate estimate. In
the minimum motion method (Fig. 2b), estimates of the
minimum where derivative is zero and where the sec-
ond-derivative has its maximal value are inherently
unreliable. Because of this, it is better but risky to
assume symmetry of the data, and estimate the mini-
mum of the minimum-motion curve from the midpoint
between the steep side sections. All these considerations
greatly favor the sandwich-amplification method.
On the other hand, the mathematics of sandwich-am-
plification yields simple results only when there are 90°
frame-to-frame phase shifts between components being
tested. And sandwich ‘purification’ applies precisely
only when the resulting stimuli ultimately are used with
90° shifts. For example, a stimulus calibrated in a 90°
sandwich might contain a 2nd harmonic which does not
influence 90° motion (because its phase shift would be
180°). The 2nd harmonic would become relevant if the
stimulus were moved in 45° steps. The minimum mo-
tion method can be used with any frame-to-frame phase
shift or even continuous motion. Finally, minimum
motion has face validity when the display actually used
is the one being tested. So, a recommended procedure is
to find an accurate mc with a sandwich method and to
check it with minimum motion. Again, the minimum
motion check is possible only when the motion of
interest is near its own motion-direction threshold.
4. Conclusion
Intensity distortion in early visual processing trans-
forms stimuli so that, when they reach higher level
visual processes, they contain undesired distortion
products. Sandwich displays that exploit the amplifica-
tion principle in motion perception to provide efficient
calibration procedures for eliminating such undesired
motion components. The resulting stimuli are cer-
tifiably pure in the sense that one can state that with
probability P (e.g. 0.95) the stimuli contain less than
some maximum amount (typically an order of magni-
tude less than threshold) of an undesired component.
Methods are illustrated for producing ‘pure’ stimuli
that individually stimulate the first-, second-, and third-
order motion systems. Certifiably pure motion stimuli
are a powerful tool, more generally, for revealing the
properties of individual perceptual systems. Examples
are given of contrast amplification in texture slant
detection, and of the delicate assay of the effects of
selective attention to perceptual features.
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